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I. INTRODUCTION

I. This is the third comprehensive report of the Secretary-General on Lhe role of
the public sector in promoting the economic development of developing countries
submitLed to the General Assembly, through the Economic and Social Council' at the
request of the Council. In its resolution L983/6L of 28 July 1983, the Economic
and Social Council took note of the second comprehensive report
(A/38/L76-E/L983/50) and invited the Secretary-Genera1 to submit, through the
Council, a further comprehensive report to the General Assembly at its forty-second
session, paying special attention to the provisions of paragraph 5 of General
Assembly resolution 34/I37: the role of the public sector in the mobilization of
national resources for economic and social development; the role of public
enterprises as the nain instruments of the public sector and ways of increasing
their efficacy; the role of the public sector as a lever for introducing national
development plans and establishing social and economic development prioritiesi and
the role of the public sector in relation to other sectors of economic activity.
Emphasis was also to be placed on ways of strengthening the public sector as a
basis for developing national- and international measures and to ways of
facilitating the exchange of experience and information on the role of the public
sector within developing countries.

2. The Economic and Social Council, in its resolution L983/6L, requested Lhat a
seminar on the role of the public sector in promoting the economic developmenL of
developing countries be organized in close co-operation with competent bodies and
organizations of the United Nations system. Accordingly, the Secretary-General
convened an interregional seminar on the role of the public sector in the
mobilization of domestic financial resources for economic and social development of
developing countries at Bangkok from 3 to 7 December 19g5.

3. The present report deals with those aspects of the role of the public sector
specified by the General Assembly in resolution 34/L37, as noted in paragraph I
above.

II. NATIONAL ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK: STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT,
PLANNING, REGULATION AND PROMOTION

4. In the past four years, the rates of growth in most developing countries have
not been high enough to offset population growth, let alone produce per capita
developrnent gains. The emergency situation in Africa dramatizes the urgent
development needs and unsatisfactory growth performance of that region. In a
number of developing countries in Asia, posiLive growth rates have been achieved.
However' while this represents an encouraging development it has to be set against
the persistent absolute poverty of millions of people. rn Latin America, while the
availability of loanable funds has eased financial strains, debt servicing has been
associated with a deterioration of living standards, increases in unemployment,
compression of imports and an acceleration of inflation. Although recent
multi-year rescheduling arrangements have provided some accomodation, the burden of
debt service payments remains onerous, especially in reduced external financial
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flows. These developments have had a strong impact on many developing countries,
impairing their prospects for economic recovery and progress in achieving
self-sustaining growth, and emphasizing the urgent need for improving national
economic management.

A. Structural adjustment and the public sector

5" In spite of limited national resources, Iower export earnings, lower capital
inflows and corresponding budget constraints, most developing countries have tried
to maintain a level of public sector services. While overall public sector
expenditures continued to increase in real terms until 1983, sirice then the rate of
increase in government spending on major social services, including education,
health' amenities and housing, has fallen below the level needed to maintain the
status quo, given prevailing demographic patterns and growth. Real spending since
IltB3Es-EaIIen in Africa and Latin America, although modest increases were
recorded in Asia. In a large number of developing countries, major public sector
investment programmes, particularly infrastructure projects, were curlailed,
postponed or abandoned. Similarly, public employment, salaries and subsidies were
reduced.

6. Against this background, many countries have introduced major stabilization
and adjustment programmes aimed at bringing about changes in the level and
composition of investment and in its financing from domestic and external sources.
Given the complex set of issues involved, discussion on adjustment in general and
its impact on macro-economic policies reveal a wide scope for disagreement,
particularty with respect to the appropriate mix of public and private sector roles
in promoting development. There is an increasing perception that, in any growth
strategy or adjustment programme, there must be a balance between the provision of
public aoods, social services and human infrastructure, on the one hand, and the
production of private goods and services, on the other. There is no purely
technical way to decide on these matters which are essentially questions of public
choice, public discussion and sovereign docision.

7. In many countries, economic difficulties, including budgetary constraints,
have not only called for adjustment programmes, emphasizing greater efficiency in
public sector management, but have also given impetus to the search for ways in
which all the resources of society can be brought into play to promote faster
growth' employment and common welfare. As a consequence, a revision has been under
way of the int.eraction of the public and other sectors.

B. National economic management

8. A major challenge facing developing countries is the degree of adjustment they
need to make. To restore their balance of payments, developing countries need to
make structural adjustments to raise exports in relation to imports with
substantial reductions in spending and investments. While part of the cuts in
government expenditures may be obtained from reduced public sector investment
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programmes, attemPts have also been made to adjust macro-economic management
policies to accommodate changing domestic and international circumstances.

9. During the 1970s, many developing countries utilized increased levels of
export earnings to finance ambitious public investment programmes. As demand for
exports tapered off and their terms of trade deteriorated, budgetary receipts
started to lag behind the growth in expenditures and budgetary deficits increased.
These deficits were increasingly financed by domestic and external borrowing. The
expansion of credit to the public sector increased the pressure on domestic prices
and the balance of payments, entailing growing distortions in the economies and
slowing down of economic activity.

10. with the global economic recession in the early 1980s, government revenues
have been drastically reduced, forcing cutbacks in both recurrent and investment
expenditures. For the group of developing countries as a whole, the share of
output spent on investment has fallen from some 26 per cent of the gross domestic
product in 1981 to 23 per cent in 1983. Reductions were particularly severe in the
Latin American countries. In BraziL, for example, the ratio of investment to the
gross domestic product averaged 28 per cent during the 1973-1978 period and fell to
22.5 per cent between 1979 and I983. Comparable figures for Argentina were
24.6 per cent and 20.5 per cent. L/

11. Economic constraints required most countries to implement policies which
stressed efficiency in public sector management, rationalization of exisLing
regulations and controls and, where applicable, the provision of incentives to
private initiative. For example, the Economic Report on Africa, L984, issued
joint1ybytheAfricanDevelopme.tg'.rAfrica,
stated: "Necessary conditions for growth are the improvernent of the management of
national economies, deep reforms in the public sector, as well as Lhe provision of
sufficient incentives to private initiative." U In attempting to attain those
objectives, many countries have fallen back on-planning and budgeLing as
instruments for inproved management performance and more efficient allocation of
public resources.

C. Ptanning

L2. For a long time planning represented a major instrument for directing economic
activity and providing medium- and long-term perspectives on developnrent. National
development plans have mostly emphasized physical and quantitative targets to be
attained over the medium- and long-term period. However, when they fail-eci to show
the needed resilience and flexibility to respond to short-term uncertainty and
changes resulting from recent dislocations in the world economy, their usefulness
was reduced. In Asia, many countries allowed their planning process to lose
importance and relied on annual budgets. rn Latin America, there was a growing
perception that medium-term planning had little influence on either public sector
investments or economic poticy. In Africa, formal planning efforts were
constrained as the attention of most Governments was pre-empted by demands of
short-term crisis management.
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13. The need for structural adjustnent programmes to restore sustained growth'
cal-ling for short-term policies implementation while at the same time devising
medium- and long-term development strategies, compelled most developing countries
to conceive planning systems with renevred institutions, processes and methods.
Given the current uncertainties, it is only within a comprehensive planning system
that account is likely to be taken of the implications of the shorl and longer term
evolution of the economy in general and the public sector in particular. This
system, emphasizing the raLionalization of the current macro-economic framework and
incorporating multiple objectives which cannot readily be traded off against each
other, must be flexible and capable of rapid adaptaLion to the sudden changes that
can affect domestic or external circumstances.

14. Within such a framework the planning process is at the same time more
strategic and operational. While strategic planning is concerned with major policy
decisions, choices and priorities, operational planning concentrates on policies
irnplementation and economic information gathering" In specific terms, strategic
planning involves regular tasks of surveying Lrends in the national and
international economies to identify constraints on macro-economic performance and
opportunities as they emerge" Operational planning, on the other hand, relates to
a series of tasks involving the management of development budget, the processing of
projects, the ongoinE work reguired for adjustments in agricultural prices, the
collection and presentation of economic performance and the like. Both planning
functions promote closer integration of the structural objectives, which are
usually of nnedium- to long-term effect, wiLh decisions involving macro-economic
policy measures, which are inherently of a short-term nature.

15. A major objective of planning can be divided between efforts to i.mprove the
effectiveness of public investment and spending, and the use of a wide range of
other poi-icy instrurnents to influence the direction, level and efficierrcy of
economic activity by other sectors. In many respects, the planning task as regards
public investment spending is recognized to be a central concern to planning.
Although the context of structurat adjustrnent and the recognition of the importance
of the incentive structure may suggest that public sector investment budget is of
less dominant importance than appeared in the past, the public investment programme
still represents an important concern for planning.

16. Many developing countries experiencing fiscal retrenchment have adopted
planning techniques that integrate short-term efforts to keep under review public
expenditures with long-terno requirements for revenue increase and public
expenditure expansion at levels which meet the needs for essential public
services. The tendency for investment budgets to be pared down to the highest
priority ongoing projects has also been tempered by innovative planning techniques
giving attention to the investment programming requirements of longer term
structi.rral adjustrnents" fn Burma, for example, the need to tailor public
expenditures to constrained financial resources compelled the Government to review
public investment priorities for the Five-Year Plan to adhere to an approach
emphasizing (a) continued support to high potential areas in agriculture;
(b) repair and rehabilitation of old plant and equipment; and (c) selective
investment capacity expansion in agro-processing, manufacturing and transport.
This approach is intended to concentrate the use of resources on the early
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conpletion of large investments where the costs to the public sector of delays
would be detrimental, while at the same time promoting new projects with high andearly economic returns which would help strerrgttr.n the productive and exportcapabilities. Similarly, in iromalia, under the 1982-1986 development plln, thecentral objective of the public investment programme is to channer availablefinancial resources to their hiqhest priority uses, namely, development activitieswith the greatest promise for augmenting immediate domestic commodity production,
increasing exports, replacing imports and generating domestic revenues.

t7' rn all aspects of economic management, and particularly development planning,
good information and forecasting systems are essential. While the colleclion,dissemination and analysis of economic information enable planners to adapt swiftlyplan implemenlation to changes that occur in the international or domesticsituation, forecasting systems facilitate the study of alternative strategies inthe light of a number of different assumptions about the future of theinternational system. Experience in many developing countries has shown that by
using appropriate information and macro-economic planning systems, it was possiUte
to conduct reliabre monitoring of the economy and, on that basis, provide permanent
forecasting of the major macro-economic parameters. This approach enabJ-ed many of
the countries to identify, at an early stage, economic imbalances and undertake
appropriate corrective actions.

18' rmproved information systems have greatly contributed to strengthening theplanning capacities in many developing countries. For example, the export-orientedstrategy in Brazil was greatly aicied by comprehensive and up-to-date statistics on
foreign Lrade. In India, the recent centralization of information on the movementof railway wagons has helped to irnprove the railwayrs efficiency, with spin-off
benefits from such public sector industries as coal and fertilizers. In Morocco,
the introduction of mandatory co-ordination between financial policy and
development planning has enabled the Government to implement annual plans narrowing
the budget and current. account deficits. rn Kenya, improved data on food
production and crop forecasts helped authorities in planning and organizing the
distribution of supplies to the drought-stricken areas.

D. Budgeting

19' rn an atmosphere of uncertainty and change, management of public resources inthe short-term assumes critical inportance. The extraordinary pace of growth ofpublic expenditures coupled with the need for greater efficiency in national
resource allocation 1ed many countries to introduce multi-year budgeting with aview to improving the planning process. This approach required systems of
budgeting that would enable forecasting long-tern planning implications, while at
the same tirne providing information on short-term planning performance.

20. To meet these requirements a large number of countries have introduced
programme budgeting systems which provide a useful framework for pub.lic
expenditures rationalization and effective budgeting attempts, on lhe *ne ha::Li, i:i:
classify pranning activities in terms of functions, sectors, programmes and
projects and, on the other, to develop units of measurement for the evaluatj.on of
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performance. In many instances the co-ordination of programme budgeting with the
planning process has enabled Governments to avoid the negative effects of across
the board cuts and preserve a core-investment programme of priority projects.
Sinilarly, the implementation of a programme budgeting system has enabled some

countries to assess more precisely and meet the requirements of recurrent cost of
planned public investment progrannes. For example, in Botswana, the national
development plan includes the projections of the recurrent budget costs arising
from each project in the public investment programme. These coses are consolidated
into revenue and expenditure projections over a three-year time frame.

E. Regulation and promotion

2L. Since the beginning of the current decade, there has been a marked change
towards rationalization and liberalization in the regulatory framework and policies
of most developing countries. This change is gaining increased momenLum'
reflecting the view that while the public sector has a vital role to play in
economic development, its activities can be made more dynamic if concentrated in
critical areas and oriented towards providing impetus in achieving inproved
economic performance.

22. In most developing countries, the regulatory framework, consisting of control
and promotional measures, is aimed at contributing to economic efficiency in its
broadest sense, including encouraging economic initiative while reducing unfair
business practices, keeping prices in line with costs, promoting technological
change for cost-reduction purposes and improving consumer knowledge of product
quality. Recent evidence in some of these countries has shown that cumbersome and
excessive regulatory procedures have resulted in rapid expansion of the
bureaucracy, severely straining the public budget, causing problems in labour
relations within the public sector, inefficiency in government and adverse effects
on the whole econony. These problems have led many countries to undertake major
reviews of their regulatory framework which, in some instances, involve
deregulation of certain markets, liberalization of some activities and
privatization of selective enterprises.

23. The current policies of many developing countries may illustrate this trend.
For example, the Governments of Brazil, Colombia, Indiar Kenya, Morocco and other
countries intend to rationalize and simplify the operation of their countriesl
rapidly expanding capital markets to provide for an increased capital mobilization
and industriat expansion and change. These countries are also in the process of
rationalizing their tax system in order, inter a1ia, to encourage public and
private sector investments. Policies in these countries have also been introduced
for opening up domestic indust.ry for increased foreign collaboration and facilitate
the flow and assimilation of foreign ideas and technigues.
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III. MOBILIZATION OF NATIONAT RESOURCES

24...The pr:blic sector rnobilizes resources in three principal wayss first, byraising revenue through taxation and charging for services; second, by borrowingfrom residents and non-residents; and third, by introducing measures to promotesavings in the non-government sectors of the economy. The public sector arsomobilizes labour directly in local public and community ae.relopment works.

A. Government revenue

25. The most comprehensive indicator of the importance of government revenue in aneconomy relates alr revenues of the public sector (taxes, fees and charges leviedby central, state and loca1 governments) to a measure of national incom6, such asgross domestic or gross national product. such an indicator is difficult to
compute because of incompleLe statistics. Nevertheless, in table 2 we show acomparison between current centrar government revenue and gross nationar product"

26. of the 55 countries listed in table I, only five had a ratio of less thanl0 per centi 17 fell in the range of 10-19 per cent; 25 were in the range of20-29 per cent and for the remaining nine, central government current revenue was30 per cent or more of the gross national product. of the large number of factorsaffecting a governmentis ability to raise taxes, the level of well-being of thepeopre is particularry important. Ilence it forlows that the poorest countries wirlface the greatest difficulty in raising taxation as evident in the relationship ofthe central government current revenue as a percentage of gross national product
-(shown in parentheses) for five groups of countries extracted from table I:low-income economies (13.6); Iower middle-income economies (20.9); niddre-income
economies (23.f)i upper niddle-income economies 124.L)i and industrial economies(27'0') ' However' there are exceptions to this relationship. surprisingly, MaIiand Togo' which are classified as low-income econonies, raise the equivarent or29 per cent of gross national product in central government current taxation, whileGuinea, Kenya, Malawi, Sri Lanka and Zaire, in the same classification, achieve20 per cent or more- on the other hand, in the upper middre-income group,Argentina, the rslamic Republic of rran and Uruguay did not reach the l0-per centlevel.

27 ' GenerarlyT or€ would suppose that those countries with the lowest ratiobetween government tax revenue and gross national product would have the greatestpotential for increased taxation, particurarly those with a high gross nationalproduct per capita. Holdever, there are a large number of other influentialfactors. The factors which permit and promoti efforts to increase taxation are: arelatively open econony (inports and exports are more easily identified and taxedthan internal domestic transactions) i a government which comrnands the respect ofta:PaYers in its_ handling of public moneyi tax structures which recognize theprincipre of abirity to pay; lnethods or iaying taxation which are adapted to theneeds and habits-of the people; efficient, honest and well-trained tai staff;systems of taxation which are understood by those who are taxed; and efficientrelated administrative systems (e.g., postal, police, business registration andjudiciar systens; and good accounting and documentary evidence for transactj.ons).
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Table 1. Central government current revenue as a percentage
of the gross national product in 56 developing
countries (1983)

Below
10 per cent 10-l-9 per cent 20-29 per cent

30 per cent
and above

Bolivia
Ghana
Nepal
Sierra Leone
Uganda

Argentina
Burkina Faso
Burma
Dominican RePublic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
India
Madagascar
Pakistan
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Republic of Korea
Sudan
Thailand

Braz i1
Cameroon
Costa Rica
Guinea
Indonesib
Iran (Islamic aePublic of)
Jordan
Kenya
Lesotho
Liber ia
Malawi
Mali
Maur itius
t'texico
Morocco
Papua New Guinea
Senegal
Sri Lanka
Togo
Turkey
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yemen
Zaire
zambia

Botswana
ChiIe
Egypt
IsraeI
Nicaragua
Panama
Singapore
Tunisia
Zimbabwe

Source: World Bank, World Development RePortr 1989, table 23, excluding high
incomffiexporters and 3@ for which no details were

available. Note that local taxation is not reflected in the above figures. In the
cases of Bol-ivia, Brazil and Pakistan, such taxation is significant.
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Table 2. Sources of revenue as a
current revenue for four

percentage of central qovernment
groups of countries

Source of revenue

Tax revenue
Non-tax
revenue TotaI

Domestic
fncome qoods
Profit and

capital gain services
fnternational Other

trade revenue

Low-income countries

uiddle- income
countries

Upper middle-incorne
countries

Industr ialized
countr ies

L7.7

27.4

35.8 il

70.4 il

37.s

26.5

27.7

18. I

26.7

I0. 4

8.9

I.2

1.4

L2.2

I.4

0.9

16. 7

23.5

26.2

9.4

100

100

100

100

sourcel world Bank, world Development Report, 1986, table 23, excluding highincomeoi1o<port.ersand3mforwhichnodetai}srirere
available. Note that local taxation is not reflected in the above figures. rn the
cases of Borivia, Brazil and pakistan, such taxation is significant.

a/ Including social security contributions.

The factors which prevent increases in taxation are generally the reverse ofthese. In addition, one should mention that sudden ancl siqnificant increases inthe burden of taxation are frequently politicallv unacceptable, except when the
proceeds are used to counter an external threat such as war.

28. rn rnobilizing resources for the public sector, substantiat differences exist
among counLries in the instruments used. Table 2 shows the sources which
contribute to central government current revenue, as a percentage, for four groupsof countries: the first three columns of the table tell a very clear tale. Thepoorer a country is, the more it relies on indirect taxation; the richer a countryis, the more it relies on direct taxation. lrloreover, taxation of internationaltrade represents a siqnificant source of government revenue for poor countries, buta negligible one for rich countries.

29' Again, there are a number of exceptions. For exampre, amongst row-incomecountries' Malawi, Toqo and Zaire raise more than 30 per cent of qovernment revenuefrom direct taxation, while Guinea and Sudan raise less than 15 per cent from taxes
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on domestic goods and services. Amongst middle income countriesr Cameroon'
Ecuador, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Turkey and Zinbabwe raise more than
40 per cent of central government revenue from direct taxes.

B. Borrowing

30. A surplus or deficit in the government budget is defined as revenue plus
grants less expenditure. Expenditure includes current and capital items, transfer
palrments and net lending by the government (e.g., loans to Public enterprises less
repayments of these loans). During the period 1979-1984, government budgetary
deficits ltrerd, world-wide, even amongst oil exporters. Several countries tended to
have persistent budget deficits. During the period 1978-1984, the average deficit
for developing countries was 15.7 per cent. Many countries greatly exceeded this
figure as shown in table 3.

Table 3. Deveroping countries with deficits in centrar government
budgets 2/ in excess of 20 per cent, during the period
L978-L984 b/

20-29 per cent 30-39 per cent 40 Per cent and above

Argentina Guyana (1978-1982) Bolivia (L982 onitted)
Egypt (1980 omitted) India Ghana
El Salvador
Gambia (1978-1982)
Guatemala (1978-1983) Mauritius

Jamaica (1978-1981) Sierra Leone
Maldives (1979-1984) United Republic of Tanzania

( 1978-r981)
Iran (Islamic Republic of) Nicaragua (1978-1983) Yemen

Sri Lanka
Uganda
Zambia

fsrael
Jordan
Kenya
Liber ia
Malawi
Malaysia (1978-f981)
MaIi (1978-1983)
Mexico
Morocco
NepaI
Pakistan
Panama (f978-1982)
Thailand
Zimbabwe

Source: International Monetarv Fund' Government Finance Statistics Yearbook'
1e86,lE:-38-3e.

g/ Deficit in governrnent budget is expressed as a percentage of total
government expenditure (including central government on-lending less repayments).

E/ Figures given are for the period 1978-1984 unless otherwise shown.
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31- !{hen expenditure exceeds income, the resultant deficit has to be financed by
borrowing; the larger the deficit, the greater the difficulty in financing it and
the larger will be the secondary economic effects. Clearly, sone of the countries
shown in table 3 are running excessive budget deficits, which, if continued, imply
severe adjustment problems. Governments can finance budgetary deficits by either
external or domestic borrowing. The costs of servicing external public debt can be
expressed as a percentage of exports of goods and services. The statistical data
available for 65 developing countries for 1986 indicate that the cosL of servicing
external public debt as a percentage of exports of goods and services yras
0-9 per cent for 15 countries, 10-19 per cent for 23 countries, 20-29 per cent for
20 countries, and 30 per cent or more for 7 countries. y Clearly, those countries
with high percentages have to work very hard to generate foreign currency to
finance public sector borrowing, Ieaving very little available to finance imports.

32. One consequence of domestic borrowing is that the Government may become the
single largest debtor in the banking system. This is indeed the situation in many
countries. Thus, in 10 of 72 developing countries in 1980 for which data were
available, more than half the assets in the banking system were claims on
government. In II, the proportion lras one third or more. One consequence of this
situation is to crowd the private sector out of the credit, market.

33. Another tendency is for some governments to keep interest rates artificially
Iow. This saves the government money because it reduces interest on the government,
debt. It also appears to favour borrowing in other sectors, because the low cost
of credit is an incentive to invest. However, low interest rates may not provide
sufficient inducement for savers to save, or ae Least to channel their funds
through organized capital markets. The result is that the amount, of resources
mobilized is smalI. This is particularly the case when low interest rates are
accompanied by high rates of inflaLion. Then the real rate of return is negative
and there is a positive disincentive to make money available through organized
capital markets. Indeed, when the rate of inflation is high enough, it results in
a flight from the domestic currency into valuable metals, strategic materials and
property, and the exPort of capital either officially or clandest,inely.

34. The first half of the 1980s marked a significant turning point in the
availability of external financing to developing countries. Tno decades of
flexible access to external credit had created better trading conditions and faster
capital formation. Holdever' increasing difficulties in servicing 1arger and larger
external liabilities, combined with the vulnerability of the international banking
syst'em to bad debts, created the conditions for an abrupt contraction of external
credit. The only option for heavily indebted developing countries, in the ,absence
of positive changes in the external environment, was far-reaching economic
readjustment. It is interesting to note that of 94 structural adjustment
programmes reported on by the International tvlonetary Fund in 1985, more than half
contained measures to mobilize domestic savings and to improve or reform tax
administration.
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C. Promoting domestic savings

35. The basic role of the government is to create favourable conditions for the
mobilization of savings throughout the economy. Savings typically occur in a large
nurnber of snall guantities. A mechanism is needed for channelling these savings
and nobilizing them for productive use, i.e., collecting thern into more manageable
Iunps and making them available for those needing credit to finance economic
activity. Generally, developing countries lack the sophisticated means available
in richer countries to accomplish this Eask. Banks and provident institutions have
often been opened in large towns and commercial centres, leaving the large
agricultural hinterland poorly provided. In this sector, savers resort to
traditional means of savingr €.9., currency, precious metals, cattle and land, if
they are rich enough. Some econornic activity is financed by primitive credit
rotation methods, such as Chilenba (East Africa), Chit (India), cameya (Egypt),
Tontine (Senegal) and Susu Unions (Trinidad and Tobago). On the whole, however,
there is a dearth of available credit.

36. Problems exist in extending savings institutions to rural areas. First, banks
tend not to locate in rural areas because of the high costs of start-up and the low
expected returns. Second, rural banks may become the means of channelling savings
out of the rural areas for lending in urban areas, thus further impoverishing the
agricultural sector. Third, rural areas may have a high level of illiteracy and
lack of faniliarity with banks and financial assets. Fourth, the rural borrower
may not have the type of assets traditionally reguired by bankers as security for a
Ioan. Fifth, because of the pattern of saving and harvesting and because of
poverty' small farmers often need short-term credit to cover family consumption
expenditure as weII as farming expenses.

37 - The special problems posed by resource nobilization in the rural sector call
for special solutions. Many countries have done innovative work in this area, for
example, Cuba (Banco Popular de Ahorro), Bangladesh (Grameen Bank), India (regional
rural banks) ' China (rural credit co-operatives), Pakistan (supervised agricultural
credit scheme), the Republic of Korea (mutual financing programme) and the
Philippines (cash bond programme). Some of the soLutions adopted are as follows:
direction of banks into certain areas of the country, loan-linked savings schemes,
special banking procedures for illiterate customers, evolution of new banking
standards for taking of security (e.g., treatrnent of cattle as collateral in
Swaziland) and insurance schemes to reduce credit risk and to guarantee depositors.

38. Sueh innovations do not apply only to the rural sector. rn their efforts to
increase the level and to diversify the composition of savings, governments have
used some of the methods nentioned above, but have also encouraged savings at the
work-place, contractual savings schernes, deposit collectors working as agents of
savings institutions, savings schemes intended to imbue children with the saving
habit, and provident and mutual funds. Some of the nethods described above have
been with tax incentives.

39. Finally, we nay note that for savings to grow the conditions have to be
right. Empirical work on the responsiveness of the level of savings to real
interest raEes is inconclusive. However, it seems that savers are unlikely to
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invest in financial assets unless they can expect a reasonable return allowing for
inflation. Countries with rapid rates of inflation have indexed interest rates or
capital sums to achieve this result.

D. Community development and public works programmes

40. The public sector ptays a role in the mobilization of resources by t.he
employment of otherwise idle labour in public works and conununity development
projects. Such projects have been successfully carried out in many developing
countries, including Bangladesh, Egypt, India and Kenya. In many developino
countries where seasonal unemployment persists to varying degrees, the public
sector has endeavoured to provide purchasing power to rural families and to
mobilize their labour in building roads, irrigation facilities and other
infrastructure projects that can raise product,ivity. Since many of these orojects
are small and less complex, the demand on scarce resources of skitled labour and
other capital is minimum. At the same time, this limits the potential of this
means of mobilizing resources to small projects of rocal interest.

IV. PUBLIC ENTERPRISES AS THE MATN INSTRUI4ENTS OF THE
PUBLIC SECTOR

A. Role and significance of public enterprises

1. Universal spread of public enterprises

41. As instruments of public policyr public enterprises are now almost universal.
Apart from their common use in centrally planned economies, they are widely used as
such instruments in both developed and developino market economy countries. This
is true of Africa, Viestern Asia, Latin America and the Asia and Pacific regions.

42. Public enterprises are present within the major economic sectors in developinq
countries. They are most common for utilities, in transport and in manufacturinq.
rn mininq, public enterprises are especialry important in such countries as Brazil,
Guyana, India, Iraq and Zambia. fn manufacturinq, they dominate in frag, Jordan,
Ivlorocco and the Syrian Arab Republic. In banking, public enterprises play an
important and sometimes dominant role in India, Mexico, Pakistan and Uganda. In
the tourist industry, they ooerate hotels and tour services, for example, in
Jamaica and Thailand. State tradinq organizations dominate export and import trade
in many countries.

2. Quantitative dimension

43. Public enterprise sectors have grown and diversified greatly in the past two
decades in most developing countries. As regards the African region, parastatal
sectors are larger in terms of gross domestic product and investment than in other
regions. A study by the International l4onetary Fund has shown that while Ehe
percentage share of qross domestic product at factor cost accounted for by public
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enterprises worldwide was 9.4 per cent in Lg74-L977, the aggregate figure for all
of the developinq countries was 8.6 per cent and that for Africa was

I7.5 per cent. g/ For the percentage share of gross fixed capital formation' it
was I3.4 per cent worldwide for the same peridr 2T per cent for the developinq
countries as a whole and 32.4 per cent for the African region'

44. In the Economic and Social Cornmission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) region,
there has been a marked gronth in the number of public enterprises: in India, the
number increased from 5 in 1951 to 153 in 1978; in Malaysia, from 10 in 1951 to 70I
in 1979; and in Indonesia, from 103 in 1960 to 168 in 1979. As reqards the
semi-industrialized countries in Latin Anerica, it can be mentioned that in
Arqentina there were 750 companies lncluded in the inventory of firms totally or
partially owned by the State in the mid I970s. They accounted for aPproxirnately
30 per cent of all fixed investment in the country and were responsible for
45 per cent of the external debt. fn the case of Mexico, parastatals account for
100 per cent of the production and distribution of energy, I00 per cent of air and

railroad transportation and of comnunications, produce more than 60 per cent of the
steel and 15 per cent of nanufactures and, since 1982, include all of the banking
services. 5,/

3. Public enterprises as iOq

45' As instru*"nt" used in a wide
variety of policy areas, from production to managing the economy and regulating
economic behaviour. The objectives and trstrategic missions" assigned to them in
developing countries are to generate ernployment, control and/or manage strategic
sectors of the economy, promote reqional developnnent, provide the basic
infrastructure required for development, substitute imports and/ot save foreiqn
exchanger implement economic policies and/ot plans, earn profits for investment
elsewhere, provide traditional public services, counterbaLance the power of
domestic entrepreneurs and/or multinational enterprises, requlate markets, reduce
income inequalities, prevent private business failures, avoid denationalization of
local enterprises, enter into joint ventures with foreiqn capital, increase
production.

B. Current issues and concerns about their role

46. Given the importance of the public enterprise sector and the scale attained by

State entrepreneurship in most develooing countries, it comes as no surprise to
find that armost no country has been spared what appears to b€ a permanent debate
about the role and functioning of public enterprises. During the I950s and 1970s,
the debate revolved around the initiatives for reforms nainLy on the control'
organization, management and accountability of public enterprises. In the 1980s,

the losses and inefficiencies of many public enterprises are widely viewed as

contributory factors to the budqetary aeticits in several developing countries, and

the debate focused on ways of reducing the financial burden caused by public
enterprises throuqh some divestment and by improving the efficiency and

profitability of remaining public enterprises. The debate is further complicated
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by developments in the international corunodity and financiar marketsnany developinq countries to adopt policies of adjustnent that have,things, called for fiscal retrenchrnent and reducing the public sectorreguirements.

that compelled
anong other
borrowing

47 ' The scenario of crisis depicted above had a tremendous impact on the approachof qovernments to the problems of their public enterprise sectors. Deveropingcountries have initiated reviews both at the policy level on the role and scope ofpublic enterprises as part of the search for an appropriate rate of the publicsector and at a specific operational level on policies and measures to deal withdeficit-ridden public enterprises. These reviews showed that to deal effectiverywith problems of public enterprises there is a need for a comprehensive anproach,including selective divestment, Folicy reforms (e.g., pricing policies) to increaseprofitability, and institutional reforms to ensure effective government direction,control and evaluation.

48' These reviews revealed that rapid growth, multiple objectives and a diversityof external control systems imposed a variety of constraints - and additionalcosts - on the operations of public enterprises. They include such planninq,direction, orqanization and control fairures as poor feasibility appraisal anddecisions about initial investments, conflicting prioritiesr poor corporateplanning, little incentives for entrepreneurial behaviour, inability to generateincome to maintain operations, inadequate arranqenents for accountabirityr ErDdtriviarization of board and politicai supervision. A rnajor challenge to improvingefficiency in public enterprises in developing countries is to deal effectivetywith these constraints.

c.

49' Many developinq countries have planned or implemented in the t9g0swide-ranginq public enterprise reforms to neet the concerns mentioned above. Thosereforms comprised three different groups dealing with inproved oversight,divestment and improved nanaqement periormance ana contror.

I. fnstitutional aspects

50. several institutional arrangernents have been used in deveroping countries toprovide effective control and supervision of public enterprises. rn somecountries, they are under the oversiqht of sectoral rninistries to which they areassigned; in others, there is, in addition, a central bureau that collects andanalyses information about then and often performs other functionsi sometimegsupervising authority is removed fron ministries and vested in a holdinq company;there is also the contror and supervision provided ry having the auditor gene,ralsubnit reports and accounts of enterprises to the regisr.atuiei and f inarlyr.,:themost recent approach to the problem of maLfunctioning institutionar structurgs insome countries has been the creation of rfocal pointsi to:oversee t.he publiq,,enterprises.
'| f. t::

J. i)
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5I. In implementinq the various alternatlves, attenpts were made to keep a clear
distinction between policy fornulation, control and evaluation' on the one hand,

and the management of Public enterprises, on the other. In sone cases, however'
they have nevertheless failed in providinq the necessary deqree of autonony for
effective management.

2. Divestment Policies

52. policies dealinq with divestment of public enterprises, including outright
sale, partial sale of equity and liquidation, have been adopted in many developing
countries (e.g., Bangladesh, Brazil, Chile, C6te drlvoire and Niqeria). Divestment
policies have emerged as a phenomenon of the 1980s, reflecting certain moderation
of the interventionist inpulses of the State in many developing countriesr as well
as their inability to cope with surmounfing financial constraints caused to a great
extent by negative external factors beyond their control. However, a gap of
varying degrees has appeared in the implementation of these policies, reflecting
severe technical, administrative and polltical bottle-necks.

53. First, the proper valuation of enterprise assets prior to the sale constitutes
a very tricky undertaking. Second, divestment requires a capital narket to exist
in the country and, should that be the case, it also reguires a sophisticated
infrastructure of banks or investment brokers to provide outlets for shares and

broader participation, a1l of which is hardLy the case in most developinq
countries. Finally, there must be widespread pcrlitical support for the rationale
of divestment: p"rti"ul"rly in the case of enterprises with a strategic role in
the national- econqny, it is not enough to proceed on the basis that the activity
could just as well be undereaken by the private sector. Political reality often
requires difficult and costly efforts to explain the measures to be taken and to
obtain support for their implementation.

3. Improving manaqerial performa4qe and control

54. In countries with mixed econonies, the economic neasures adopted to raise
internal efficiency in the parastatals are freguently oriented Eowards havinq them

follow market siqnals more closely and be subject to the discipline of the market'
Consequently, in several countries, where public enterprises have resorted to
borrowinq in the financial narkets rather than dependinq on the treasury' prices
have been raised and tax exemptions have been revised.

55. Efficiency in public enterprises ls also being raised by the adoption of new

and better managerial tools. Foremost among then are management infornation,
monitorinq and perfornance evaluation systems. 'several countries have adopted or
have inproved their existing systen. The best among those systems are kept simple
and go frqn collection of detailed data (to suit the individual operatinq unitsl
needs) to different degrees of agqreg,ation (to serve the needs of the various
planninci' oversiqht'and controlling agencies)'

56. Training is widely
planning policies - as a

viewed - together with appropriate salary and career
basic solution for improving manaqerial capabilities in

/...
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the parastatal sector. Training programmes are beginning to be designedconsidering the specific needs and characteristics of top managers of the publicenterprises and high lever officials of the various oversight and planning agenciesconcerned with them. FinallYr and regarding managerial performance on the job,reform efforts point to the ways for strenqthening accountability andresponsibirity for results. A key factor here is managerial motivation, that is tosaY, how to relate closely the incentives of managers (both monetary andnon-monetary) to the performances of enterprises. 'rContract progranmes" are amongf-he technigues beinq tried to that effect in some countries.

4. Emerqinq trends

57' A growing consensus is emerging in many developing countries on a flexible butcautious approach with respect to public enterprises. Several elements of thisapproach can be identified. Fi.rst, governments show considerable caution increating any nel^t public enterprises or expanding the scope of the existing ones.Second, nany governments recognized the need to maintain a flexible approach toadjust the role and expansion of public enterprises with the growth and maturity ofthe private sector in their national economy. rn countries with mixed econonies,periodic reviews are being undertaken to initiate divestment of appropriate publicenterprises as market institutions flesh out and private entrepreneurship andmanagerial experience is built up, thereby reducing the need for the state to actas catalyst and surrogate. rn some countries, flexibility has been shown inallowing increasing participation by the private sector in both equity and businessoperations of selected public enterprises. Third, along these cautious andflexible approaches, many developing countries are intensifyinq their efforts atimproving the efficiency and effectiveness of their public enterprises. Thisreflects a widespread realization by developing countries that public enterpriseswirl continue to figure prominently on the economic scene for a good many years tocome' albeit with a tightened management and greater exposure to the discipline ofthe market.

v. rllPRovrNc EFFrcrnNcy AND EFFEcrrvENEss oF THE puBt,rc sEcroR

58' As shown in the preceding sections, the public sector has a pervasive
influence on the econornic development of all developing countries. rt provides
basic public goods such as law and order, a monetary system, an economic frameworkcovering cormnercial, fiscal, income and price matters, infrastructure services suchas transport, pohrer, r^rater and the like, and social services including health,education and housing. As the overall regulator and promoter of economic
development' the public sector sets and implements development priorities, pla rs
and Programmes, and deals with problems of trade, finance and investment in thenational, reqional and international contexts. As a direct participant, itproduces mainly throuqh public enterprises various economic aoods and services.

59' rn recent years' several economic factors, such as declining rate of economicqroldth' rising external debts and increased qovernment deficits have raised
concerns about the proper role and scope of the public sector in economic ,.

development. The public sector is said to have expanded too much and to h,ave
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consumed scarce resources in an unproductive manner, in particular its deficit
producing public enterprises. Public management systems have not developed
adeguately to respond to rapidly chanqing issues of trade, finance and development
in national, regional and international contexts. fn some cases, the regulation of
trade and industry is said to introduce distortion in econornic management, and
generally to have delayed beneficial development. In general, there is a growing
perception that while the public sector has responded effectively to market
failures to promote econornic development (e.g., Brazil, the Republic of Korea and
Yugoslavia), it has also shown varying degrees of organizational failures.

60. In these circumstances, there have been demands for major changes to inprove
the efficiency and effectiveness of the role of the public sector. These have
included a modification of its role and scope, a realignment of institutional and
staff capacities, better econornic management in the face of worsening economic
sltuations, measures to promote efficiency, economy and productivity in public
management, and improved evaluation and accountability for public sector
activities. Developing countries are responding to these demands in various ways,
often as part of the stabilization and structural adjustment programmes initiated
by the ltlorld Bank. These responses are briefly reviewed under the following four
sections: policy reform, institutional and personnel reform, financial management,
and improved evaluation and accounLability.

A. Policy reforn

61. select,ion of appropriate policies and progranmes, their effective
implementation and the evaluation of their impact are crucial to improving the
public sectorrs performance. But this requires a consensus on the part of policy-
makers on the role and scope of the public sector. Countries that exhibit such
consensus (e.9., Brazil, and the Republic of Korea) have shown greater consistency
and compatibility in their economic policies and achieved much better public sector
performance than others (e.g., Arqentina and Mexico) where a lack of such consensus
has led to conflicting policies and resultant non-realization of poticy goals.

62. In addition, the Governments of many developing countries, especially those
with mixed economies, have become ahrare of the need to find a balance between the
public sector and activities of other sectors in order to stimulate initiative and
dynamism in the economy. Responses include the liberalization of industrial
licensing, external trade, credit restrictions, and business incentives, strict
control over public enterprises, and expansion of the scope of the private sector
to participate and compete in selected activities hitherto controlled by the public
sector.

63. Aside frorn policy reforms in the national context, it is now increasingly
realized that macro-economic policy and performance in industrial countries affect
developing countries in a variety of ways. Changes in the pace of econonic qrowth
and inflation, protectionism in industrial countries, shifts in interest rates and
exchange rates can all influence developing countriesr performance through the
markets for qoods and services or through financial markets. In many ways, the
countries of the world have become so interdependent that for many developing
countries the prospect of their development cannot be separated from that of the
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world economy' and, consequently, an increasinqly inportant role of the public
sector is to ensure on a continuing basis the co-ordination of economic and
nonetary policies with those of the industrialized countries.

B. fnstitutional ard personnel reform

54. The effectiveness of the public sector depends larqely on the machinery of
government. Sustained efforts are being made to raise efficiency in public
administration, especially in the area of national economic management. periodic
exanination of the structure and operation of public administration including
personnel and financial administration aspects, has been undertaken in most
developinq countries. fn recent years, such examination has led to the
creation,/strengthening of various devices to co-ordinate national economic and
fiscal policies, monitor and co-ordinate debt rnanagement and promote the
performance of public enterprises.

65. These institutional reforns have been accompanied to varying degrees by
reforns in the personnel system and training. Lack of trained staff, especially
those needed for econonic policy analysis and nanagement, inadeguate training
facilities for those currently enployed and inability of the public sector to
attract and retain competent staff in the face of competition from the private
sector and outside countries are sore of the key challenqes that beset public
management in developing countries. Thouqh t,he situation varies, it is generally
agreed that the severity of the problern is more acute in Sub-saharan Africa than
elsewhere. Moreover, improvements designed to strengthen training facilities and
make salaries and benefits of public employees less inequitable are constrained by
public revenues. These concerns have led many developing countries to assign highpriority for integrated hunan resources development for public management
performance. This priority for inproving the human resource factor in development
has also been reflected in the international arena, the enphasis contained in the
United Nations Developnent Programrne (tlNDP) fourth cycle planning, as well as in
the General Assembly resolution on the role of the qualified national personnel.

C. Financial manaqement

-

66. rmproved budgeting, accountinq and auditing systems have been increasingly
recognized to achieve more efficiency in the public sector. Regardless of the
method, the budqeting process is always a matter of great concern to decision
makers, since nothinq is supposed to happen in governrnent without budgetaiy
authorization or approval. Efforts in deveLoping countries are.now oriented
towards achieving better inteqration between budqetary and accounting systens.

57. In the area of governnent accounting, the infornation requirements for
effective management of national econornies have:been rb-evaLuated. Effective
management of government programmes involving improved accountability and
performance appraisal call for data which,allow determination: of,costs, i:.'
benefits/outputs, cost-effectiveness; productivity:.3n6. performa,nce neasurement.
The need for additional financial informati6n,has led,sone deveLopinq couatries to
consider certain accounting reforms. Among them, one is the adoption of accrual
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accounting not as a replacement for the cash and obliqation bases but on a
selective and supplementary basis, particularly to facilitate policy formulation,
management and control of resources and effective audit.

68. Auditinq is another area of hiqh priority in the efforts of developinE
countries to improve their public financial management systens. Performance
auditing is widely recognized as the appropriate tool to determine the efficiency,
effectiveness aru:l economy of governnent programmes and many developing countries
are experinenting in this area. Training to develop the capability to carry out
performance audits and the fornrulation of appropriate public sector audit standards
are priority activities in many developing countries. Likewise, strengthening of
internal nanagement control systems and of the internal audit function are regarded
as essential ways of achieving greater public sector efficiency.

69. Another crucial subject in the public financial management context of
developing countries is the current critical external debt situation. National
economies have deteriorated because of the burden of the external debt in a
majority of these countries. Regardless of the several causes which have led the
developing countries to this situation, public managers now recognize the urgent
need for effective management of indebtedness operations. Until recently debt
management has been, b'y and larger very poor. The absence of reliable, accurate
and timely data on outstanding external obligations and on debt-service payments
fa11in9 due, has contributed to inefficient management of foreign exchanqe
reserves' waste of resources, inadequate rescheduling of debt and the like.
Therefore, there is generaL realization that the external debt problem, aside fronr
its purely economic and political factors, requires adeguate management and
monitoring.

D. Improved nonitoring, evaluation and accountability

70. GovernmenLs of developing countries need to strengthen monitoring and
evaluation as a way of enhancing performance and accountability for public sector
activities. Many Governnents have created or strengthened their national agency
for systematic review and evaluation of their development programmes and project,s.
These Governments have also nade ef,forts tonards increased use of information
technology, particularly computer-based infornration systems for monj.toring
performance. Hoerever, methodological problems in devising appropriate standards
and criteria for measuring performance in the public sector persist, especially
when such standards and criteria in the private sector are not easily
transferable. rn some countries (e.g.r Brazilr pakistan and the Republic of Korea)
monitoring. and evaLuation of:public enterprises have attained significant
improvements in both methodology and operation.

", . ll vr. sipnnrsNcB oF DE[rEroprNG couNTRrES

71. A useful line of'activity.at the.'international level is the exchange of
experience""and information amom developing countries on the role'of the public
sector inrsromoting economia and social devel.opment. guestions'of particu1a'r
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interest to developing countries, and which could become the subject of fruitful
exchange, include those relating to institutional structures, their linkages and
capabilities for effective national economic management, public enterprises, and
the way the machinery of government has responded to demands for improved
performance and productivity in public management.

A. lilays of improving national econonic managenent

72- A major challenge faced by developing countries is how to respond to
significant changes in the international econony. Governments of developing
countries have adopted various approaches and neasures to neet this challenge. one
set of measures includes Folicy reforrne in fiscal, monetary and economic maLters.
Another set deals with changing lnstitutional structures and enhancing technical
capacities to implement these policy reforms, including their harmonious
co-ordination with policies of industrialized countries, especially in the area of
trade' finance and investnent. Yet another set deals with neasures to ensure
better monitoring and evaluation of policies and progranmes for economic
manaqement. The experience of developim countries in buildinc an effective
economic management system is varied and a better understanding of the selection of
strategic policies and institutions that are appropriate to various patterns of
national economic issues would be of immense value to those concerned with the role
of the public sector in econqnic developnent.

B. Assessment of public enterprises

73- For most developing countries with rnixed econonies, the end of the 1970s has
seen the zenith in the expansion of public enterprises. As shown earlier, the
performance of public enterprises has been rnixed, ard developing countries have
adopted various measures to make them more efficient and effective in realizing
their policy objectives. A selective policy of divestment and semi-divestment of
public enterprises rras adopted in many countries, although implernentation was
sqnewhat limited due to political (e.g., bureaucratic anC political pressures) ,
technical (e.9., valuation criteria) and proceduraL constraints. lleasures to
improve the perfornance of renaining enterprises through managerial autonomy,
corporate planning, perforrnance contracts and sinilar devices lrere also adopted
with nixed results. tltany Governments have also instituted nechanisms to monitor
and evaluate the perfornance of public enterprises, even though agreed perfornance
criteria and standards are not always clear. An analysis of the experience of
reform in public enterprises would be of great value to developing countries.

C. Perfornance in public rnanagement

74. rn many developing countries, governnental concern reoarding inproved
performance in public management has been ridely reflected in policy statements and
documentsr and in efforts to improve and monitor the perfornance of public agencies
and their officials. The result is rnixed and there appears to be siqnificant gaps
in understanding management perforrnance problems, their underlying causes, and how
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to overcome then in public organizations. One of the rnajor problems nay be the
public service environment itself which enqenders three major constraints, namely,
multiple priorities (e.9., national unity and regional development), administrative
and procedural constraints, and disincentives to efficiency. Another problem seems
to be government's understanding of key dimensions (e.g.r potitical, administrative
and technical) of performance. An analysis of experience related to crucial
components and constraints of performance improvement could be very useful to
developing countries.

D. Activities of the United Nations svstem

75. Organizations of the United Nations system have facilitated the exchange of
experience and infornat,ion on the role of the public sector in developing
countries. During the period 1983-1986, several interregional and expert group
neetings were held to review various aspects of the role of the public sector, its
management systems and practices, and the workinq and performance of public
enterprises. Based on those meetings and other research studies, the United
Nations system has also published several monographs which aim at disseminating
information and experience regarding the role of the public sector among developinc
countries.

76. The Department of Technical Co-operation for Development of the United Nations
secretariat' in co-operation with the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (EscAp) r oreanized an interregional seminar on the role of the public
sector in the nobilization of domestic financial resources for economic and social
developnent in December 1995 at Banqkok. The International Center for Public
Enterprises in Developing CounLries (ICPE) held an expert group meeting on the role
of the public sector in regional development in developinq countries in
November 1984. The United Nations fndustrial Development Organization (ttNIDO) has
prepared a series of country studies on the role of the public industrial
enterprises in economic development (1983). In recent years, the Department of
Technical Co-operation for Development has organized several meetings on different
aspects of public sector management, such as managenent training of scientific and
technical personnel (1983), modern management and information systems for public
administration in developing countries (f983), accrual accounting in developing
countries (1984), public audiLing and internal management control systems in
developing countries (1984), government budgetary methods and procedures (1985),
audit standards in developing countries (1985), management development of senior
administrators (L985) r and audit of major development projects (1986). The
managerial and institutional. aspects of development covering key aspects of public
sector management in the development process were also highlighted by the World
Bank. 6/

77. As regards public enterprises, the Department in collaboration with ICPE
organized an interreqional workshop on performance evaluation of public enterprises
in developing countries in November 1983 at Ljubljana, Yuqoslavia, / The Economic
Devel.*tr:nerrt l.nstit.ilt.e uf tii* t;r,lr.:r:".1.* iliiilk alld lCI)$ jointly sponsored a seminar on
public enterprise management practices and systems with particular focus on
developinq countries in 1985. ICPE also orqanized meetings on the role of public
enterprises in employment (1983) and the role of public enterprise/financial
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institutj.ons (1933). Both t.he Department (f986) and ICPE (1983) organized one
meeting each on the role, performance and management practices of public
enterprises joint ventures.

78. The ernphasis in those meetinqs and publications has been mostly on public
enterprises, public management systems, and selective aspects of the role of the
public sector. Hot\tever, amongst other key consideratj.ons mentioned in General
Assembly resolution 34/L37 were the linkages and interface between the public and
other sectors. Developing countries have acguired valuable experience in recent
Years in this area. Accordingly, it would be useful if opportunities were provided
for the exchange of this experience at international seminars, the results of which
could be subsequently disseminated to a wider audience.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

79. The publi"c sector pi-ays a dominant role in the economic development of
developinq countries" Its l-eadinq role has customarily taken several forms. It
mobilizes a large proportion of the totaL economic resources of a country in the
form of government revenues. In allocatinq these resources and also throuqh its
monetary and credit policies, it determines the principal directions of economic
and social development. It provides planning for development, lays down economic
and social infrastruct,ure, determines critical prices and regulates the activities
of other sectors. It undertakes, through its public enterprises, direct production
and d-istribution of certain goods and services. In many developing countries, the
public sector constitr:tes the major force for brinqing about structural change.

80. Hou'ever, the economic crisis of the 1980s as reflected in increased national
budgetary deficits and changes in international commodity and financial markets has
trrouqht renewed debate on the role of the public sector. Demands for reform have
been ralsed in many developing countries. In responding to these demands,
developinq countries have made changes in macro-economic management, micro-economic
reQulation, scope and character of public enterprises, organization of the public
service and pubtic financial and personnel manaqement. Although the measures taken
in many countries are impressive, much remains to be done.

81. It is increasinqly recognized that economic development requires the
resolution of structr.lral constraints, as well as providinq conditions for effective
economic management for many developing countries" Economic development in the
short- and medium-term will owe as rnuch to improved productivity as to innovative
and sound economic.nanageilent" llerein lies the critica - challenge facing the
publ-ic sector: provision of a co-ordinated policy framework for increased
productivity' strengthening catracities for effective economic management and
enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of the public management system in
consonance with a country's nationat objectives.

82. fn recent years, developinq countries have accumulated a rich variety of
experience concerning the rol-e of the public sect.or in economic and social
development. This body of experience has not been systematically reported to those
who rnight besL prnf,it from it. The analysis, di.scussion and dissemination of such
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information will contribute to a better understanding and appreciation of, the role
of the public sector in promoting economic and social development'
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